DAØWCA- 11.06.2016
Nature Reserve Klamm und Kastlhäng + Castle Prunn
DLFF-0303 + DL-02831

The trip from DLFF-0303 to DLFF-0351 took about 20 minutes for the about 15
kilometers. The location was a bit above the small village of Einthal just on the
opposited side of the river were the Castle Prunn resides on a solid rock.
We selected this location to be also in a qualifying distance for the WCA-counter
Castle Prunn.
Starting time was at 0838 UTC with IW2BNA on 40 meters as first station.
We soon found out that the propagation was much bader now and the bands were
more closing.
There was mostly no cluster-connection and some stations promised but not too
many did put a spot in the cluster. So we mostly were waiting until a small num
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b of callers again apber
peared and then called
p
often minutes without
o
any reply.
a
There was also a huge
T
and fast fading on the
a
llow distance signals.
SSome areas in germany
ccouldn´t be heard at
all and just few minua
ttes later signals went
up to 59.
u
SSo we did the tricky
operation for about
o
1,5 hours and then deccided to leave and find
a place for the break
at midday.
a
Only
20
countries
O
ccould be logged from
here with Germany
h
and it´s 31 contacts on
Nr. 1, close followed by Italy with 30 and Poland with 18
contacts. Altogether 126 contacts could be done and are
already in WWFF and WCA-database of course. Last QSO
made with DL8NCA at 0955 UTC.
Please again: Don´t send a QSL-card yourself, you will
get automatically a confirmation from us, but we don´t
collect QSL-cards anymore !!
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